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Self-learning AI sensor 
All-in-one solution for
applications such as 
fitness tracking: 
BHI260AP.

Learn more

Smartglasses Light Drive
Smallest, lightest, 
leanest, brightest: 
all-in-one Bosch Light 
Drive with Waveguide 
compatibility.

Learn more

Environmental sensing 
with AI
The 4-in-1 solution for air 
quality and specific gas 
sensing: 
BME688.

Learn more

Bosch is the technology leader in sensing solutions based on microelectromechanical 
systems (MEMS) and dedicated to the consumer electronics world. 
Typical applications are smartphones, wearables or connected devices.

For a better life
Smart sensing solutions from Bosch.



Self-Learning AI Sensor

Self-learning AI sensor
Personalized fitness, swim analytics and position tracking.



Learning new exercises with 
the self-learning AI sensor

Start the learning 
mode to add exercises 
that are not yet 
supported:

Record the exercise 
that you would like to 
add by performing it:

Name your exercise to 
have it added to your 
list. 
The exercise is learnt.

Sensors get clever

Squats, crunches or kettlebell swings: The list of fitness exercises available 
nowadays is almost endless. Many fitness trackers or smartwatches, however, offer 
only a very limited number of activities that can be tracked and do not recognize 
activities reliably due to different performance styles, equipment, heights and energy 
levels of users. To solve such problems, Bosch Sensortec has developed a 
revolutionary self-learning motion sensor that adds artificial intelligence (AI) to 
portable devices: the world’s first self-learning AI sensor for wearables and hearables 
‚BHI260AP‘.

The sensor enables manufacturers of wearable and hearable devices to provide highly 
personalized fitness tracking through self-learning AI. With the AI running on the 
sensor itself, hence on the edge, no connectivity to the cloud or even a smartphone 
is needed. This keeps the data private. BHI260AP recognizes and adapts to a wide 
variety of movements and is able to learn any new fitness activity that is based on 
repetitive, cyclical patterns. Users can hence be trainers and trainees at the same 
time.

AI revolutionizes fitness tracking.



Relative and absolute orientation
This software estimates relative and absolute orientation of the device, 
including outputs such as rotation vector, game rotation vector, linear 
acceleration and gravity.

Pedestrian dead reckoning
This software helps reducing the power consumption of wearable devices by 
enabling the duty cycling of power-consuming GNSS components, as well as 
improving the accuracy of outdoor positioning with pedestrian dead recko-
ning.

Swim analytics
Dedicated software for wrist wearables by generating useful information 
on users’ swimming activities, such as length count, style of swimming and 
stroke counts.

Self-learning AI software for fitness tracking
Enables on-device learning and automatic tracking of a wide variety of 
predefined and new fitness movements.

One piece of software — four features 
Learn. Personalize. Auto track. Enhance.



Next level fitness tracking 
How the self-learning AI sensor works.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxV2Ght7zKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=wxV2Ght7zKA


Smartglasses Light Drive
Stay focused. Stay connected.



Smallest, leanest, lighest, brightest.

Connected, day and night

The Bosch Smartglasses Light Drive for Waveguide (BML500PW) is smaller, lighter, 
brighter, and less power hungry than any currently advertised solution. The Light 
Drive is a sole source, all-in-one system for smartglasses consisting of MEMS 
mirrors, optical elements, power management, and image processing. Just add 
signal! The Bosch technology delivers incomparable infinite contrast „Laser-Black“ 
images for safer, distration-free night use. One-size-fits-all provides easy fitting for 
everyone. Bosch‘s disruptive Light Drive technology is compatible with several 
Waveguides, including the thinnest, lightest, most transparent lens solution on the 
market. The Bosch Light Drive for Waveguide enables a perfect balance of just-in-time 
hands-free information in a minimalist format, making it ideal for applications 
including navigation, calls,notifications such as alarms, calendar reminders, and 
messaging platforms like WhatsApp and WeChat. Everyday note-based information 
including to-do, how-to, and shopping checklists are exceptionally convenient.



Maximum function, minimal size
Stylish glasses people want, all day, all night. Smallest footprint, lightest 
weight.

Optimized
Lowest power system with highest brightness, making waveguide-based 
Smartglasses possible.

Outstanding visibility
“Laser Black” infinite contrast, for night opps and beyond.

The Infinite Eyebox - works for everyone
Choose your frames, glasses on, go. It‘s so easy!

Life, in-sync
Near-eye information display and assisted reality: navigation, sports, 
and beyond.

Small. Light. Lean. Bright. 
Bosch Smartglasses Light Drive for Waveguide.



Get a visual impression
How smartglasses make your life easier.

https://youtu.be/9dR-KyRDlI8


Environmental sensing with AI
4-in-1. Air quality. Specific gas sensing.



It is all around us, but unless there is a problem, we usually do not concern 
ourselves with what is in the air that we breathe. In both indoor and outdoor 
environments, poor air quality can greatly impact our health and well-being. 

The BME688 is the first gas sensor with AI and integrated high-linearity and 
high-accuracy pressure, humidity and temperature sensors.  
It is housed in a robust yet compact 3.0 x 3.0 x 0.9 mm³ package and especially 
developed for mobile & connected applications where size and low power 
consumption are critical requirements. The gas sensor can detect Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs) and other gases such as carbon monoxide and hydrogen, in the 
part per billion (ppb) range.

The new BME AI-Studio tool enables customers to train the BME688 gas scanner on 
their specific application, like in home appliances, IoT products or Smart Home.

Time to take a breath
Innovative gas sensing.



A comprehensive environmental solution.

All in one 

First digital gas sensor with AI
With the BME AI-Studio toolkit, many new applications can be addressed by 
the gas scanner.

Small sensor, big impact
Air quality sensors even help to fight against the spread of Covid-19.

4-in-1 sensor in just 3 x 3 x 0.9 mm³
The BME688 is the world‘s smallest 4-in-1 air quality solution for monitoring 
gases, temperature, pressure & humidity.



Train BME688 on your application 
How the new BME AI-Studio tool works.

https://youtu.be/xcZKKNrBt2g


LinkedIn channel
Follow us.

YouTube channel
Tutorials to make life easier.

Twitter channel
Stay up to date.

In cooperation with:

Click here for more information:

Link to Bosch Sensortec: 
www.bosch-sensortec.com

Link to Bosch Automotive Electronics: 
www.bosch-semiconductors.com

Link to Bosch Corporate Research: 
www.bosch.com/research

Bosch Sensortec Community
Discuss, share and learnabout 
sensor solutions by Bosch 
Sensortec.

https://de.linkedin.com/company/bosch-sensortec
https://www.bosch-sensortec.com/
www.bosch.com/research
https://community.bosch-sensortec.com/t5/Bosch-Sensortec-Community/ct-p/bst_community
https://www.youtube.com/user/BoschSensortec
https://twitter.com/BoschMEMS



